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Time-dependent infrared fluorescence~IRF! from the C–H fundamental and overtone bands was
used to monitor the vibrational deactivation~by unexcited pyrazine! of pyrazine excited at 308 nm
with a pulsed laser. The 1-color and 2-color IRF results were modeled with collisional master
equation calculations in order to determine the temperature dependence of the energy transfer
parameters. The experimental data cannot be modeled without invoking a biexponential collision
step size distribution, which implies that ‘‘super collisions’’ are significant. The results show that
the energy transfer parameters are essentially constant at temperatures greater than the Lennard–
Jones well depth, but at lower temperatures, energy transfer is enhanced. It is likely that vibration–
vibration energy transfer dominates in this system. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~96!02632-3#

INTRODUCTION

In a recent series of papers, new experimental data and
new analyses of older data have been reported for the uni-
molecular decomposition of several free radicals, including
C2H5,

1,2 t-C4H9,
3 and sec-C4H9.

4 The reactions were studied
as functions of temperature, pressure, and collider gas iden-
tity, and the results were analyzed using the best current
thermochemistry. Numerical solutions of the Master Equa-
tion were used to fit the data and the resulting values of
^DE&d ~the average step size in deactivating collisions! are
significantly temperature dependent. For example,^DE&d for
the deactivation of vibrationally excited ethyl radicals by he-
lium is proportional toTn, where 1<n<1.6.1 This relatively
strong temperature dependence is surprising, because mea-
surements with the time-resolved infrared fluorescence~IRF!
and the ultraviolet absorbance~UVA ! methods found signifi-
cantly weaker dependences for^DE&d .

5–7 This difference
may be due to the nature of the species investigated~free
radicals vs stable aromatics and cycloheptatriene deriva-
tives!, to possible experimental errors, or to the analysis: the
recent work on alkyl radicals did not consider the depen-
dence of ^DE&d on internal energy~although the effect
should be small for small species!.8

In the present work, the IRF method is used to investi-
gate the vibrational deactivation of ground electronic state
pyrazine as a function of temperature. The IRF method is a
physical technique, as distinguished from unimolecular reac-
tion studies.9–11 A number of benzene and toluene isoto-
pomers have been investigated using single-color IRF and

several of these species have been investigated using multi-
color IRF, which provides more detailed information about
the population distribution of excited molecules.12–19 In the
present work, we used both one-color and two-color IRF, in
which one or two IRF bands are monitored simultan-
eously.15,20

Pyrazine photophysics are very well known,21–24 be-
cause this species has been used extensively in studies of
collision-free energy redistribution.25 Several groups have
studied pyrazine collisional deactivation subsequent to pho-
toexcitation, as discussed in a recent paper describing a one-
color IRF study of pyrazine deactivation by 19 collider gases
at room temperature.26 In the present experiments, pyrazine
is excited to the first singlet state via a 308 nm laser pulse
and rapid intersystem crossing~ISC! produces ground elec-
tronic state pyrazine with;32 500 cm21 of vibrational
energy.21,25 As the vibrationally excited molecules are colli-
sionally deactivated, IRF from the C–H stretch and its over-
tone are monitored. The IRF intensities were used in the
present work to deduce the average vibrational energy of the
excited population during the collisional cascade.7,12,27Mas-
ter equation simulations of the two IRF intensities were per-
formed to obtain refined collision models and to deduce
^DE&d , the average energy transferred in each deactivating
collision. Good simulations of the two-color IRF data could
not be achieved, unless a biexponential step size distribution
was employed.

EXPERIMENT

The IRF technique has been described in detail
elsewhere.12,13,26 Gas phase pyrazine was irradiated by a
XeCl excimer laser~308 nm! operating at a pulse repetition
frequency of 25 Hz. About 0.5% of the irradiated pyrazine
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was excited in each laser shot.26 Infrared emissions from the
C–H stretch near 3040 cm21 and its overtone near 6000
cm21 were monitored simultaneously through opposing sap-
phire side windows. The emission bands were spectrally iso-
lated using broad-band interference filters. Signals from two
InSb photovoltaic detectors~Infrared Associates! equipped
with matched preamplifiers were amplified further with Tek-
tronix AM-502 preamplifiers and recorded with the two
channels of a LeCroy 9400 digital oscilloscope. The time
response of the detection systems was;3 ms. Approxi-
mately 5000–10 000 laser shots were averaged for each run,
and the data were transferred from the digital oscilloscope to
a Macintosh computer for storage and analysis.

The cell was constructed from 20 mm i.d.331 cm long
Pyrex tubing equipped with two windows on opposite sides.
The cell was wrapped in several layers of copper foil and a
helix of copper tubing was soldered to the foil; a second
layer of foil covered the copper tubing in a ‘‘sandwich.’’
Thermocouples were attached near each end of the cell and
at the cell center above and below the two side windows.
The copper jacket was wrapped with an electrical heating
tape and the whole assembly was insulated with glass wool.
The temperature was controlled above room temperature by
flowing compressed air through the copper tubing and regu-
lating the current in the heating tape with a proportional
controller ~Cole–Parmer! equipped with a platinum resis-
tance thermometer. Below room temperature, cold gas from
a liquid nitrogen source flowed at a constant rate through the
copper tubing and the heating tape was used with the pro-
portional controller, as before. The temperature could be
held constant within62 °C during a run and it was uniform
over the central part of the cell within65 °C.

Pyrazine~Sigma 99%! was degassed in several freeze–
pump–thaw cycles~77 K! before use. The experiments were
performed using flowing conditions in order to minimize any
potential accumulation of photodissociation products. A ca-
pacitance manometer~MKS Baratron, 0–10 Torr! was used
to measure the pressure, which ranged from 20 mTorr to 90
mTorr. Below;20 mTorr, diffusion from the field of view
of the detector was observed to affect the IRF decay data.
Pyrazine is known to photodissociate at short wavelengths,
but the quantum yield for HCN production is onlyf'0.003
under collision-free conditions24 and it will be smaller in a
collisional system.28 Even if photodissociation products are
present, they have very little residual vibrational energy and
do not contribute significantly to the IRF.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Treatment of experimental data

Examples of infrared fluorescence decay curves are pre-
sented in Fig. 1. The data from the first;3 ms were strongly
affected by the detector rise time, so the IRF intensity~which
includes a time-independent contribution from the cell walls!
was extrapolated tot50 using the expression:

I i5Ai exp~2ki8t2bi8t
2!1Gi , ~1!

whereki8 andbi8 are empirical parameters fitted by nonlinear
least squares for the fundamental and overtone (i51,2). The
data are normalized by settingAi51 andGi50. As the tem-
perature is varied, the decay rates for both the fundamental
and overtone bands increase, as illustrated in Fig. 2 for the
fundamental band.

For convenience, the IRF decay curves were converted
from a time scale to a collision scale according to the expres-
sion

Z5vt5kLJNpt, ~2!

whereZ is the number of collisions,kLJ is the Lennard–
Jones bimolecular collision rate constant,5,22 andNp is the
number density of pyrazine. After converting to the collision
scale, the IRF intensity can be described by a function simi-
lar to Eq.~1! with t replaced byZ and with new parameters
ki andbi expressed in units ofZ21 andZ22, respectively.

FIG. 1. IRF decays of the fundamental~;3040 cm21! and overtone~;6000
cm21! bands in neat pyrazine at 48 mTorr and 273 K.

FIG. 2. IRF decays of the fundamental band.
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Typically, 5–15 experiments were performed at each
temperature. Several methods were explored to minimize the
effects of experimental fluctuations in pressure and other pa-
rameters. It was found that the effects of minor pressure
fluctuations could be minimized by transforming the data to
a set of reduced variables and then combining all the data for
the final analysis. The reduced intensities were obtained by
carrying out a nonlinear least squares analysis and normaliz-
ing as described above. The reduced time scalet8 was de-
fined by t85t/t, wheret is the recorded time andt is the
time at which the IRF intensity of the fundamental band
drops toI 0/e ~according to the least squares fit!. For a set of
runs at a fixed temperature, a plot oft21 vs Np produces a
straight line with slopekb , as illustrated in Fig. 3~note that
the decay rates depend on bath gas temperature!. The non-
zero intercepts are due to small zero shifts in the electronic
pressure transducer and only the slopes of the curves are
significant. The reduced time scale is converted to a collision
scale by noting thatZ5kLJ/kb . The transformation of vari-
ables forces all of the data sets to be expressed on the same
basis. The transformed data for all the runs at a given tem-
perature were combined and weighted according to the stan-
dard deviations of the individual runs. The combined data set
for each temperature was fitted by nonlinear least squares
and the results are presented in Table I. The statistical uncer-
tainty associated with each datum is of the order of61%.

As described elsewhere,12,15,17,18the bulk average energy
^^E(t)&& ~averaged over the population distribution, which
evolves with time! can be extracted approximately by using
the time dependent observed intensity. To do this, the experi-
mental intensity is identified withI ci ~the calculated intensity
for band i ! and the bulk average energy^^E&& is identified
with E in the following equations for pyrazine:

E15950115010I 118650I 1
0.518180I 1

0.25, ~3a!

E25448011320I 218560I 2
0.5118390I 2

0.25, ~3b!

whereI 1 and I 2 refer to the fundamental C–H stretch band
near 3040 cm21 and the overtone band near 6000 cm21,
respectively. Both intensities have been normalized to unity
at ;32 760 cm21 ~the initial excitation energy, which in-
cludes thermal energy!. These relationships are valid for the
energy range from;5000 to;35 000 cm21. The above re-
lationships for pyrazine were calculated using a vibrational
assignment29 and assuming that one rotational degree of free-
dom is active,30 as summarized elsewhere.26 To emphasize
that this approximate technique has been used to invert the
data, the subscript ‘‘inv’’ is appended:^^E&& inv . The deriva-
tive of ^^E&& inv with respect toZ gives ^^DE&& inv , the bulk
average vibrational energy lost by pyrazine per collision.
Plots of^^DE(E)&& inv as a function of̂ ^E&& inv are presented
in Fig. 4, where it is clear that the average energy transferred
per collision depends on the bath gas temperature, as well as
on vibrational energy. Further and more accurate analysis
requires numerical master equation simulations of the experi-
ments.

Master equation simulations

In the present work, energy transfer parameters were ob-
tained by numerical master equation simulations of the ex-

FIG. 3. Inverse time constants for IRF decay.

TABLE I. IRF decay parameters.a

;3040 cm21 band ;6000 cm21 band
1010kLJ

T~K! 100 k1 104 b1 100 k2 104 b2 (cm3s21)

254 5.96 4.06 7.97 12.20 6.49
260 4.66 4.40 ••• ••• 6.52
273 4.21 3.09 6.62 6.47 6.57
282 3.90 3.02 ••• ••• 6.61
294 3.94 2.46 ••• ••• 6.65
333 3.90 2.40 5.75 5.74 6.79
366 3.45 1.51 5.66 2.31 6.90
414 3.31 1.50 4.97 3.48 7.04

aNormalized intensity:I i(Z)5exp[2(kiZ1biZ
2)], whereZ is the number

of collisions andi51, 2 designates the fundamental and overtone bands,
respectively. The statistical uncertainties in the table entries are;1%.

FIG. 4. Bulk average energy transfer step sizes derived from the fundamen-
tal band~;3040 cm21! emission.
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perimental IRF data. The stochastic master equation formu-
lation used in the present work has been described in detail
elsewhere.31,32 Basically, it employs an empirical step size
model and Monte Carlo techniques to select the initial con-
ditions and the progress of each stochastic trial, based on
microscopic reversibility and detailed balance. As each
simulation progresses, the IRF intensity of each emission
band is calculated according to the theoretical expression re-
lating the IRF intensity to bulk average energy, which has
been described and tested elsewhere.7,12,16,17,27The proce-
dure was first to obtain an estimate of the energy transfer
parameters directly from the experimental data and then to
refine the parameters by comparing the calculated and ex-
perimental IRF intensities.

The experimental data and results presented in Figs. 2
and 4 show that the deactivation proceeds much more rapidly
at low temperatures. In large part, this effect is due to the
competition between activating and deactivating collisions.
At low temperatures, activating collisions are much less im-
portant than at higher temperatures and the net rate of deac-
tivation is increased. The rates of activation and deactivation
are related through detailed balance and thus specification of
the collision step size distributionP(E8,E,T) for deactivat-
ing collisions also specifies that for the activating collisions.
This ‘‘thermodynamic’’ dependence on temperature can ob-
scure more subtle effects and thus it is preferable to discuss
P(E8,E,T) and model parameters, rather than the total rate
of deactivation.9,33

The collision step size distribution function for large
molecule deactivation is not known and simple empirical
functions are chosen primarily for convenience. In the
present work, we have used the exponential and biexponen-
tial models. The exponential model for down-steps is given
by

P~E8,E,T!5M ~E!exp@2~E2E8!/a~E,T!#, E8,E,
~4!

wherea(E) is an energy-dependent parameter which is al-
most identical tô DE&d , the average energy transferred in
deactivating collisions, andM (E) is a normalization con-
stant, which depends on energy. The parametera(E,T) was
assumed to have the functional form

a~E,T!5c01c1E1c2E
2, ~5!

wherec0 , c1 , andc2 are ~temperature-dependent! empirical
coefficients. As described elsewhere,26 initial estimates for
the coefficients can be obtained by least squares fitting the
data for^^DE&& inv vs ^^E&& inv . By adjusting the coefficients,
it is possible to achieve nearly exact agreement between
simulation and experiment for a single IRF band. However,
we found it impossibleto fit two IRF bands simultaneously
using a single exponential model. For the purpose of simu-
lating the two-color results, a biexponential model was nec-
essary:

P~E8,E,T!5M ~E!$~12 f c~T!!exp@2~E2E8!/a~E,T!#

1 f c~T!exp@2~E2E8!/b#%, E8,E ~6!

wheref c(T) andb are empirical parameters. The biexponen-
tial model was used in fitting the two-color IRF results and,
as in earlier work,15 it was found empirically that a constant
b520 000 cm21 gave satisfactory agreement with the experi-
mental data; smaller values ofb did not produce satisfactory
simulations and no energy dependence was required for sat-
isfactory agreement. Strategies for carrying out the simula-
tions are described in the earlier work.26

Simulation results

The fundamental band emissions at all experimental
temperatures were measured with good signal/noise ratios,
but some of the overtone band data were too noisy to be
useful. Thus, one-color simulations were carried out for all
experimental temperatures and two-color simulations were
carried out when both fundamental and overtone emissions
were available. The results of the simulations are presented
in Table II. These energy transfer parameters, although not
necessarily unique, provide the best current description of
pyrazine deactivation by unexcited pyrazine. They are model
dependent in the sense that exponential and biexponential
models were used for the collision step-size distribution, but
the energy transfer temperature dependence can be estab-
lished within the framework of these models.

Inspection of the results in Table II shows that the indi-
vidual parameters show relatively little systematic tempera-
ture dependence, although there are experimental fluctua-
tions. In particular, the two-color results forT5366 K show
large excursions ofc2 and f c from the mean values, but the
two parameters are highly correlated and the resulting values
for a(E,T) are reasonably consistent with the results at other
temperatures.

Since two different collision step size models are em-
ployed in the present work and thea(E,T) parameters are
not directly comparable, it is instead useful to compare val-
ues for^DE&d , the average energy transferred in deactivat-
ing collisions:

^DE~T!&d5
*0
E~E2E8!P~E8,E,T!dE8

*0
EP~E8,E,T!dE8

. ~7!

In Fig. 5, the results for̂DE(T)&d determined from the one-
color and two-color analyses are presented for comparison
~the lines in the figure are intended to guide the eye and have

TABLE II. Energy transfer parameters from master equation simulations
~see text for details!.

T ~K!

one-color IRF two-color IRF

c0 100 c1 2107 c2 c0 100 c1 2107 c2 103 f c

254 75 4.00 1.0 75 4.0 7.0 4.0
260 100 3.70 0.6 ••• ••• ••• •••
273 90 3.60 3.0 75 3.9 8.0 2.3
282 120 2.90 1.0 ••• ••• ••• •••
294 100 3.05 1.0 ••• ••• ••• •••
333 100 3.10 1.0 75 3.9 9.0 2.2
366 125 2.70 1.0 50 3.0 4.5 1.8
414 150 2.75 1.5 75 4.0 9.0 1.8
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no special significance!. Although the one-color results are
systematically displaced from the more accurate two-color
values, both depend on temperature in nearly the same way.

From the simulations, it also possible to calculate the
bulk average energy transferred per collision,^^DE&&, as a
function of both temperature and the bulk average energy,
^^E&&. The results for three values of^^E&& are presented as
functions of temperature in Fig. 6 for the two-color IRF data.
These results can be compared with those obtained using the
simple inversion technique described above~see Fig. 4!.

Discussion

Comparison with other systems

The results show thata(E,T) and ^DE(T)&d for both
models at each vibrational energy are nearly constant at high
temperatures, but increase significantly below;300 K. The
constant values at higher temperatures are consistent with the
earlier IRF and UVA experiments,5–7 but they contrast
sharply with the recent experiments carried out with excited
alkyl free radicals.1–4 The reasons for this difference are not

known, but there are at least two major differences between
the present system and the alkyl radical systems. One differ-
ence is that the alkyl radical systems involved deactivation
by small collider gases, rather than the polyatomic ‘‘parent.’’
With small colliders, vibration-to-translation and rotation
~V–T/R! energy transfer is dominant.18 In contrast,
vibration-to-vibration~V–V! energy transfer may dominate
in deactivation by the parent: classical trajectory calculations
show that in the deactivation of excited benzene by unex-
cited benzene, which is similar to the present system, V–V
energy transfer dominates.34

Another possible reason why the alkyl radicals may be-
have differently from the pyrazine system is because of the
qualitative differences between these classes of molecular
species. The alkyl radicals have lower vibrational frequen-
cies and more internal rotors than the unsaturated species.
The electronic ground state of alkyl free radicals is doubly
degenerate, while that of the unsaturated compounds is sin-
gly degenerate: it is known from other pyrazine studies that
triplet state pyrazine undergoes more rapid vibrational deac-
tivation than the singlet ground state.22,35Studies with small
molecules also show qualitative differences in energy trans-
fer when excited electronic states are involved.36,37 If the
same differences are operative with the doubly degenerate
alkyl radical ground electronic state, then they may explain
the different temperature dependences.

Unfortunately, the UVA and IRF experiments require
optical pumping and fast radiationless transitions to prepare
the vibrationally excited species, and these requirements are
met by the unsaturated compounds, but not by alkanes and
alkyl free radicals. Thus, application of the same experimen-
tal technique to both types of species will be very difficult or
impossible. This is a very important problem, however, and
future work should address this issue.

Details of the temperature dependence

At higher temperatures,a(E,T) and^DE(T)&d are both
nearly constant, but both are larger at lower temperatures
~see Fig. 5!. Similar behavior is observed for^^DE&&, which
includes both up and down transitions~see Fig. 6!. ^^DE&&
becomes smaller at higher temperatures, because the down
transitions are more effectively counter balanced by the up
transitions. Taking all the data points in Figure 6 into ac-
count,^^DE&& is proportional toT21, but if the 254 K datum
is neglected, the proportionality isT20.7. These results can
be compared with trajectory calculations on the deactivation
of excited toluene by helium, wherê̂DE&&;T0.44.38 The
fact that the present results have an opposite dependence on
temperature may indicate that V–T/R transfer is not the
dominant deactivation mechanism for pyrazine*1pyrazine
collisions.

The temperature dependence ofa(E,T) and ^DE(T)&d
is suggestive of a change in mechanism at lower tempera-
tures. The estimated Lennard–Jones well depth of pyrazine
is ;436 K ~Ref. 22! and the increase ina(E,T) and
^DE(T)&d occurs below about 275 K, where many collisions
may produce longer-lived complexes. It seems plausible that

FIG. 5. Average energies transferred per deactivating collision (^DE&d) as
functions of vibrational energy~10 000 cm21 and 32 000 cm21! and tem-
perature. Solid lines and filled points: two-color IRF; broken lines and open
points: one-color IRF.

FIG. 6. Bulk average energy transferred per collision (^^DE&&) as functions
of bulk average vibrational energy and temperature. These are simulations
of the two-color IRF data.
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V–V transfer will become more efficient at lower tempera-
tures, when longer lived complexes and chattering
collisions39–41are more prevalent. In contrast, V–TR energy
transfer is more effective in higher velocity impulsive colli-
sions and thus should be less important at the lower
temperatures.38

Evolution of the population distribution and ‘‘super
collisions’’

During the collisional cascade, the energy distribution of
excited molecules evolves with time, as illustrated by the
master equation simulation results presented in Fig. 7. The
simulation was carried out for 414 K with the two-color en-
ergy transfer parameters in Table II. Before any collisions
occur (Z50), the thermal Boltzmann distribution is pro-
moted by absorption of a photon. The structure apparent at
Z50 in Fig. 7 is due to the thermal population distribution
among the low-lying vibrational states of pyrazine. As the
pyrazine experiences collisions, the distribution spreads and
cascades down the energy ladder, eventually collapsing back
to a Boltzmann distribution corresponding to;455 K, since
the absorbed laser energy produces a temperature increase.
The calculated temperature increase was included in the mas-
ter equation simulations by assuming that 1% of the pyrazine
was excited by the laser, but even if it had been neglected,
the effect would be negligible, because the energy transfer
parameters are only weakly dependent on temperature.

The second component of the bi-exponential model
gives the contribution due to ‘‘super collisions,’’ which are
defined in various ways by different authors.42–45Perhaps the
most precise definition is that ‘‘super collisions’’ are energy
transfer steps which occur with probabilities greater than pre-
dicted by a simple exponential model. Since the exponential
model is merely a mathematical convenience and has no
compelling theoretical basis, ‘‘super collisions’’ do not nec-
essarily describe a special phenomenon, although classical
trajectory calculations have found that certain special types
of collisions contribute.44–47 The empirical biexponential
model is chosen for convenience, rather than on the basis of

theory, and other models may be just as useful for master
equation simulations. More experimental work is needed to
better define the collision step size distribution and more
theoretical work is needed to better define its preferred func-
tional form.

Pragmatically, the effect of the second component of the
biexponential model~‘‘super collisions’’! is to skew and dis-
tort the cascading population distribution, even thoughf c(T)
is small. The cumulative effect of successive collisions is to
create a low energy ‘‘tail’’ on the population distribution, as
shown in Fig. 7. This ‘‘tail’’ greatly increases the width of
the population distribution@defined bys(t), the square root
of the variance of the distribution function at timet#, as
shown in Fig. 8. Higher moments of the population distribu-
tion are also strongly affected by ‘‘super collisions,’’ but
two-color IRF measurements provide most information on
only the first two moments of the distribution, and so higher
order effects are not as well determined. The effect of the
second component of the biexponential model is clearly ap-
parent in Fig. 8, where the one-color IRF simulation is com-
pared with the two-color simulation. Both simulations fit the
data for the fundamental IRF band, but only the biexponen-
tial model fits both bands. The second exponential compo-
nent essentially doubles the width of the distribution func-
tion, and it will affect incubation times and reaction yields in
both steady-state and nonequilibrium systems.20,45

Super collisions appear to be ubiquitous, since they have
been observed in almost every system capable of detecting
them. The multicolor IRF technique is no exception and a
biexponential model is needed to describe multicolor IRF
results for C6H6 and C6D6,

15,201,3,5-C6H3D3, CH3C6D5, and
CD3C6H5,

19 as well as pyrazine.

CONCLUSIONS

The experimental data and analysis presented in this pa-
per show that energy transfer in the deactivation of excited
pyrazine by unexcited pyrazine is only weakly dependent on
temperature. At low temperatures, the increase in^DE&d
may indicate the effects of the Lennard–Jones attractive well
and a change in energy transfer mechanism. At high tem-

FIG. 7. Simulated population distribution as a function of the number of
collisions (Z) at 273 K. The fluctuations are due to noise in the stochastic
master equation results.

FIG. 8. Widths of the simulated population distributions.
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peratures,̂ DE&d is essentially constant, perhaps indicating
that V–T/R energy transfer is not dominant, since it is ex-
pected to be enhanced at higher temperatures. It seems likely
that V–V transfer is the dominant mechanism, as indicated
in classical trajectory calculations on benzene,34 which is
very similar in behavior to pyrazine.26
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